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Abstract
Across Europe, post-World War II reconstruction focused on rebuilding the centers of
destroyed cities, towns and communities in an effort to aid in the overall recovery. The
of resurgence and renewal. City-wide reconstruction plans were then designed to aid
in this emotional, physical and economic recovery by either looking to the city’s past
or its future. By rebuilding to either pre-war designs or by creating a modernist city
center these reconstruction plans symbolized a hope and desire for renewal for the
post-war community. Churches then, as they had for centuries, played an important
role in the planning as they represented a spiritual focal point as well as a visual
marking of the civic center and center of life for the residents. Churches played an
important role in restoring a sense of place and their reconstruction in one form or
another came to symbolize a sense of recovery for their respective communities.
Church reconstruction then, as an integral part of an overall city plan, usually followed
one of four routes: one, the church was stabilized and left in ruins to serve as both
a memorial and as a reminder of the devastation to both people’s lives and their
surrounding community; two, the church was reconstructed according to the historic
three, the ruins were kept but incorporated in a new structure adjacent so as to both
serve as a memorial and a new gathering place; four, a contemporary church was built
on the same site to accommodate the spiritual needs of the surrounding community.
This thesis seeks to uncover what decision-making processes led to the adoption
of a particular approach. Four sites in England were selected to examine how those
survivors disappearing and the recollection of the devastation fading, it is important
to not only consider the past but also to explore how these embedded memories are
transferred; how those decisions are viewed and interpreted today and how they may
sites recognized today? Has the post-war layer added meaning and how does it affect
preservation decisions today? How important is the meaning of the reconstruction or
generation?
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Introduction
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Introduction
Across Europe, post-World War II reconstruction focused on rebuilding the
centers of destroyed cities, towns and communities in an effort to aid in the overall

people as a sign of resurgence and renewal. Citywide reconstruction plans were then
designed to aid in this emotional, physical and economic recovery by either looking
to the city’s past or to its future. By rebuilding to either pre-war designs or by creating
a modernist city center, these reconstruction plans symbolized a hope and desire for
renewal for the post-war community. As part of these reconstruction plans Churches,
as they had for centuries, played an important role in the planning as they represented
a spiritual focal point as well as a visual marking of the civic center and center of life
for the residents. Churches played an essential role in restoring a sense of place to the
community and their reconstruction in one form or another came to symbolize a sense
of recovery for their respective communities.

between modern urban planning, rebuilding and the overall preservation of bomb-

techniques emerged. These various techniques and the circumstances that led to them
are the basis of this thesis.

overall city plan, usually followed one of four routes: one, the church was stabilized
and left in ruins to serve as both a memorial and as a reminder of the devastation
to both people’s lives and their surrounding community; two, the church was

attempt to recapture the prewar world; three, the ruins were kept but incorporated in
a new structure adjacent so as to serve as both a memorial and a new gathering place;
four, a contemporary church was built on the same site to accommodate the spiritual

2

needs of the surrounding community. All four of these routes stem from either

In addition to citywide reconstruction plans, other factors such as the local
congregation or patriotism played a role in the preservation of churches post-war. The

in the 1942 Spring Session of the Archbishops’ Church War Damage Committee. He
stated,
Almost certainly… we should not wish to restore all the parishes in such
a group precisely as they were before... But in replanning such an area the
considerations to be borne in mind are immensely varied. There are the
interests of the incumbent, the parishioners, and the patron. There are in
relation to some churches interests of association, history, architecture, local
patriotism… There are the general interests of the Church and the diocese as
a while in that particular area, and there is the interest of the civil planning
authority in many cases contemplating a completely fresh lay-out of the whole
what compensation shall be awarded in any particular case and upon what
conditions. There must quite clearly be an immense amount of consultation
that, between the churches themselves, so that they shall not plan in complete
ignorance of what each body is doing, and then between the Church and the
civil authorities.1

determine the fate of the four case studies presented in this thesis. The congregation
and diocese, historic association, local patriotism and civil planning authorities are
four main factors that are seen repeatedly in the case studies’ reconstruction planning.
Now, decades later, we can review more critically the plans and decisions made after
World War II. How has the interpretation of these sites changed and what does that
mean for the churches’ future preservation? Has the post-war layer added meaning
and how does it affect preservation decisions today? How important is the meaning of
1

Report of Proceedings, Spring Session, 1942. February 4, 1942. Archbishops’ Church War Damage
Committee. Church of England Record Centre.
3

the reconstruction or reestablishment and how relevant is it in the transfer of memory

explained above. I focused my research on England-based churches in an attempt to
lower the amount of cultural discrepancies from choosing sites in multiple countries.

example of a war-damaged church that was left as a ruin and a memorial for the city

memorials. As a preserved structure, current preservationists struggle with three key

war memorial, the fact that it is inaccessible to the public and the idea that it is slowly

roundabout. Charles Church is important to study as it allowed me to understand how
an English city answered questions about post-war rebuilding without the level of
publicity that a much larger and more prominent city such as London would have to
endure. As we will see with St. Bride’s Church and Coventry Cathedral, the next case

preservation and rebuilding. Plymouth also implemented a thoroughly modernist city

a modernist city plan and church preservation.
The next site, St. Bride’s Church in London was chosen for its important
association with Christopher Wren and the London City Churches. As a historically

Church was reconstructed according to the historic design due to its association

4

with Wren and the London City Churches. In contrast, I also chose to study St.
Paul’s, Bow Common Church in London; a church that was razed to allow for a

rebuilding spectrum within the same city, but located in different boroughs. Between
these two buildings I could compare the rebuilding approaches and discern which

Bride’s rebuilding was affected by its historic association and local patriotism, whereas
St. Paul’s, Bow Common was dominated by the congregation.

site and was selected because of its popularity and general recognition (see Images 7

with a contemporary structure built adjacent, Coventry allowed me to discover what
elements led to its famed reputation after such an uncommon rebuilding decision.
Local patriotism was at the forefront of Coventry’s rebuilding program, which, like St.
Bride’s, is key in its future preservation. Both sites now rely on that patriotism to gain

With these four sites, I have been able to answer questions such as “has the
post-war layer added meaning and how does it affect preservation decisions today?” I

the meaning of the reconstruction or reestablishment is relevant today in that shifting
of memory.

rebuilding strategies and past and current interpretations of each site. In addition,
I will place the case studies within the greater post-war European reconstruction
context as well as the Liturgical Movement.

5

Image 1: Charles Church, 2013
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Image 2: Charles Church, 2013
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Image 3: St. Bride’s Exterior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 4: St. Bride’s Interior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 5: St. Paul’s, Bow Common, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 6: St. Paul’s, Bow Common, interior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 7: Coventry Cathedral, exterior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 8: Coventry Cathedral, interior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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European Context
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Greater Europe Reconstruction
Major reconstruction efforts, cultural and geopolitical shifts and advances in
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The four case study sites represent an overall trend of rebuilding seen

to the four church case studies wherein each dealt with the reconstruction plans and

approach or historicist approach. Each city felt the drive to create and rebuild a better
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Charles Church, Plymouth

42

Introduction
Charles Church is located in Plymouth, a port town on the south coast of
England. This site is an example of a bomb-damaged church that was preserved as

the preservation of the church, as it interfered with various planning schemes such

the planning, reconstruction, and ultimately the economics surrounding a rebuilt

planning designed for the new city center was similar to Perret’s plan for Le Havre and
Abercrombie’s plan for London, which proposed an outer ring road with connecting
inner roads. It is from this main road plan that the controversy surrounding Charles
Church is based. Despite this, the public’s outcry and ongoing debate about the site
led to the City Council relenting and deciding to leave the church as a memorial.
First, a look at war memorials before a closer study of Charles Church history:
Bombed Churches as War Memorials

and contains articles

expressing the opinions of experts on the proposal that some bombed churches be
preserved as war memorials. In one article, the current Dean of St. Paul’s asks
two questions: “what would be the sincerest, most genuine memorials to the dead
of this war… and what is to be the future of the bombed churches in Britain.”
British architect, Sir Hugh Casson, wrote an article for the book titled “Ruins for
Remembrance” in which he argues for the preservation of ruined churches as war
memorials as they held the potential to “become places of value and great emotional
2

Casson was known for his role as director of

Bombed Churches as War Memorials
2

Bombed Churches as War Memorials
43

fall to the Church and its advisors and would depend on “the state of the building,
the needs of the parish, and the demands of town-planning and economics,” as well
as public opinion.3 Casson gives three options for the future of the ruined church:
“we can rebuild them as they were; we can pull them down and re-use the sites
for other purposes; we can leave them as they are.”4 Casson argues that the “total
disappearance” of these ruined churches “would sever a link with the past, and deprive
us of something which might be precious to posterity” and as such, they should be
preserved as memorials.
Casson also raises objections to the preservation of church ruins and states that
preservation might only be “sentimental and obstructionist” and that populations are
shifting, people are moving out of the city center, the congregations are dwindling,
and that the sites as potential real estate development opportunities are more valuable
than the church buildings. Despite this, Casson ultimately claims that a church serves
as more than “disseminating point for religious instruction” and that “to destroy all
this just because it was in the way, or because on Sunday the pews were mostly empty,
is surely indefensible.” These opposing viewpoints are at the heart of the Charles
Church debate.

Original Building History
Charles Church belongs to the Church of England and lies within the Province

3

Bombed Churches as War Memorials

4

Ibid.
Bombed Churches as War Memorials
Ibid.
Ibid.
44

to King Charles I of England advocating for a division in the Plymouth parish. The
city wanted to create a second parish along with a second church as the growing
population thought the city needed another church to support the community.
However, the fact that the King and the town were at religious odds (there was a lack

for the petition. The differences in opinion, the citizens believed, could be solved with
the second church.
that the new church would be built. The two churches, “The Church of Plymouth
called Charles Church” and “The Church of St. Andrew’s in Plymouth” became to two
main places of worship within the community. The church became known for being
one of the few established churches built during the Commonwealth.

Bishop Seth Ward of Exeter consecrated

thus referred to as Charles Church.
The building, a rare gothic
survival style church, was constructed with limestone ashlar and granite.

James, Suzanne Aileen Helen. The Life Continues: A History of the Congregation of Charles Church,
Plymouth.
James, 4.
Worth, R.N. History of Plymouth From the Earliest Period to the Present Time. Plymouth: W. Brenden,
James, 4.
Worth, 244.

WWII History

Despite the devastation, the city set out to recover
quickly and a sense of resilience and resurgence was seen within the population.
As one author wrote, “the centers of Plymouth and Devonport were completely

tragic in the extreme… But the old spirit remained. Out of the agony of these days, a
resolve was born to rebuild after the War, a city better than the one which had existed
in the past.” This resolve to rebuild post-war was seen in all four of the European
city examples from the previous chapter. Although the sentiment was similar for each
city, the outcome, particularly for Charles Church, was unique to the planning and
preservation needs of Plymouth.
Western Evening Herald
An

was “particularly effective” and that the bombs were “of the heaviest caliber.” The

a hailstorm” on the city. One report noted the “fabric of the city was shattered, one-

Scotland, Andrew. A Handbook to the Plymouth Plan
Hit.” Western Evening Herald
Ibid.
Ibid.

third of its property-value destroyed.”
It was during this blitz that Charles Church suffered the most damage. The

Andrew’s was also destroyed, though not to the extent of Charles Church, and was
later rebuilt. In the aftermath, open air services were held in St. Andrew’s Church after

and Country Planning, Lord Reith, visited the city, the City Council had decided that
Plymouth needed a comprehensive plan for the ensuing reconstruction.

Plymouth Reconstruction Plan
The city enlisted Professor Patrick Abercrombie to help prepare a rebuilding
plan. Abercrombie, a well-known town planner, was trained as an architect, worked
as a civic design professor at Liverpool University, and was a town planning professor
at London University. Abercrombie, along with James Paton Watson, then the city
engineer and surveyor of Plymouth, presented a reconstruction plan to the Plymouth
City Council soon after the blitz.

the city to “repair past errors in lay-out and to create a new Plymouth worthy both
of its fame and its site between the hills and the water.” The city boasted a stable
agricultural employment, a shopping hub, a thriving tourism industry and active
military naval base. To enhance these qualities the plan employed a series of precincts,

Watson, James Paton. A Plan for Plymouth: The Report Prepared for the City Council. 2nd. Plymouth,
Watson, vi.
Ibid.

impossible or discouraged.” These precincts would be grouped by function such as

modernist city plan followed the same ideals that Le Havre did when Auguste Perret
proposed the modernist approach to rebuilding. This choice, in both Le Havre and
Plymouth, demonstrated an excitement for the future and the ability to advance the
city as they attempted to not only repair physical damage and improve upon current
problems but also to repair the emotional trauma by expressing that they would move
on and look to the future, not the past.
Prior to the plan’s implementation, the city was wrought with issues such as

congestion that was “already the worst in the West of England.” The Navy also had

The plan proposed the creation of a new city center that would be formed
out of the destruction of the “civic and shopping heart” of the city. Watson and
Abercrombie presented an idea to “rebuild a Centre of really modern design and
on an adequate scale—a re-adaptation of the city’s functions into an orderly and
economic pattern which will ensure that the daily civic and business life of the
city will function smoothly and with less exertion then in the past.”22 Watson and
Abercrombie saw the new city center as an opportunity to integrate the civic, cultural

this the plan suggested “treating of the whole central area for planning purposes
as a cleared site except for such few important and still standing buildings as can

23

Scotland, Andrew. A Handbook to the Plymouth Plan
22
23

before architecture and preservation and are a theme that will be seen throughout the

pedestrian friendly area inside the outer roads.
In addition to the new city center, the plan made special mention of the historic
core of the city, the Barbican. Watson and Abercrombie encouraged it to be treated as

pedestrians. The plan called for the restoration of the historic buildings in the area

which it contains.”24 The streets within the Barbican would be preserved, unlike the
streets of the city center. The authors were against a “faked, exhibitionist pseudoantique district” and so advocated for the “reconditioning and reconstruction of the
buildings so what, whilst retaining its historic features… [the precinct] shall possess
those additional communal and personal facilities demanded by modern standards of
living.” This treatment of the Barbican is similar to Warsaw’s plan for their Old Town,
yet does not restore to the highly detailed level that is seen in Warsaw.
To do this the plan proposed building a physical wall around the historic core.
The south, west and north sides would enclose historic Plymouth and would run
westwards from the Citadel, then north via the line of the existing Hoe, St. Andrews
and Kinterbury Streets. The wall would eventually turn east towards Charles Church,
giving the church a position of “enhanced importance.” This proposed wall was never
actually built.
The plan also suggested rehabilitating the present buildings that were in
good condition, restoring those that had been defaced and re-creating their historic

24

character features “as not to disturb the existing layout.” The plan assumed that St.
Andrew’s Church would “be restored in greater glory than before.”
As part of the historic Barbican, J. Paton Watson suggested that the ruined
Charles Church be preserved as a war memorial. The plan stated that Charles Church
would be given new prominence in the new plan as it had “suffered severely from
It also
noted that an open-air church would serve as a “memorial to the forty Churches of
all denominations, which the enemy has destroyed.” It suggested that the names of

centre of historic interest and pilgrimage.”

Charles Church Preservation

Council’s Reconstruction Committee wanted to buy the church and demolish
it instead of creating a memorial as the plan suggested. The planning and road
design schemes were seen to be superior to the preservation of the church so it was
eventually suggested to keep the tower and spire in the middle of a newly proposed
roundabout so it would not impeded the implementation of a newly designed road
system.
The authors of the Plan disagreed with the Reconstruction Committee as they
noted the new status and prominence given to Charles Church after the construction

Church of Charles a position of prominence which it has hitherto lacked… it might

Ibid.
Ibid.

well become one of the city’s primary features… we suggest that the ruins of this

in the triumphant survival of the trials of this tragic war.”32 The Plan noted that the
church walls and tower, which survived the Blitz, stood “proudly upreared, defying
both enemy and elements.”33 Watson and Abercrombie noted the success of St.
Andrew’s as an open-air church and enclosed garden and suggested that Charles
34

The Reconstruction Committee’s ideas about Charles Church raised a great

Reconstruction Committee wrote to Plymouth’s Lord Astor clarifying the notes of the

understood that there can be no question of retaining the ruins of the Church as a
memorial to Nazi brutality. It is agreed, however, that the tower and spire be retained
and a small memorial chapel be set up in the base of the tower.”

brutality” but suggested that the opposition be placated by explaining that the
proposal was for “tidying” up the ruins in the same manner as St. Andrews and that
the “names of the people who lost their lives would be put on a suitable plaque in the
wall.”

32
33

Ibid.

34

Ibid.
Letters to Lord Astor
Letters to Paton Watson

assistance in the preservation of Charles Church.
to SPAB updating them about the proposal to preserve the church as a memorial,
which had been put forth to the Council but was not approved, and had thus been
abandoned. Watson dismissed any ideas of rebuilding the church stating that “the
intended redevelopment of the surrounding area would render it redundant.” At
this point the suggestion was made to simply leave the tower in the middle of the new
roundabout.

SPAB to conduct a survey of the Barbican area of Plymouth to aid in its preservation
as per the Abercrombie plan. A newspaper article published a few months later

survey would cover the “restoration and improvement of the housing of the residents
in the Barbican area [and] the preservation of the old buildings that are worthy of
preservation.”

was established, stating, “There is a strong feeling in Plymouth that it should be
restored for use as a Church, but the Surveyor has pointed out that its position on an

This, along with the general plan for the Barbican was controversial and in

the church’s future. They pointed to the facts that the church was an ecclesiastical
property that was for the Church only to decide its future. They cited factors such as

“Old Plymouth.” Letters to Captain H. Allen, Plymouth
Letters to the Secretary, SPAB

Print.

Campbell, Colin. “Historic Plymouth.” Letters to the Secretary, SPAB
Western Independent.

manpower and money and putting it to the best use possible as well as the shifting
population to support their idea. They mentioned that the church was not needed
on its present site and suggested it be rebuilt in a new area. They also stated that the
creation of a public opinion to support such an idea “would insist on the granting of
the necessary licenses.”42
of physically moving the church building and wanted it to be both “repaired and left
as is, or restored and used as a parish church.”43 OPS also rejected the tower in the
middle of a roundabout suggestion.

exception of the tower and spire. They cited the road gradient as a reason for not

argued would not be possible if the church was preserved. They acknowledged that the

of Transport’s needs for road alignment and gradient as the reasons the plans had
changed and, thus, the church was to be in the middle of a roundabout.44
The decision was widely criticized in newspaper articles. SPAB weighed in on

SPAB
stated, “it is deserving of every consideration from those concerned with the future
planning of Plymouth. Such churches are extremely rare in this country.” As the
debate about Charles Church escalated, more architecture and preservation groups

42

Plymouth Development Plan

43

Ibid.

44

Print.

Plymouth Western Morning News

“Need for Charles Church.” Plymouth Western Morning News
Ibid.

letter from SPAB hoping “that this Church, which is of great interest to archaeologists
and architects, will be saved.”

building which has been listed nor may any alteration or extension to the building
be carried out until at least two months’ notice has been given to the local planning
authority.”
intention of the Council to “acquire the Church and burial grounds and to arrange for
the demolition of the church building, the Corporation reserving the right to demolish
the spire and tower, if they should so decide in the future.”
Despite the controversy regarding the church, English Heritage listed the

to note that this listing is a key contributor to the turn of events that led to Charles

wanted to demolish the church and leave only the tower and spire. English

Reconstruction Committee decided to keep the ruins as a war memorial. Charles
Church is the only case study where the listing of the ruin affected the future outcome
of the church. St. Bride’s Church was listed after recommendations for restoration
were made and the ruins at Coventry Cathedral were listed after the decision to keep
the ruins was made.
SPAB Deputy Director. “Charles Church, Plymouth.” Letters to Colin Campbell, Plymouth Town Clerk’s
“Preserve Charles Church, Plymouth Appeal.” Western Evening Herald
pag. Print.
“New Reason Why Plymouth Should Stay Its Hand on Charles Church.” Print.
Plymouth. City Council. Reconstruction Committee Minutes

decided to preserve the ruins and the council approved the decision. The Ancient

well as the Old Plymouth Society contributed funds for the preservation. These
debates and letters demonstrate how the town planning ultimately came before the
wants of the community and the preservation needs of the church as the roundabout

ceremony. Several hundred attended the service where James said “In this hallowed
place, we remember all those men, women, and children who suffered and lost their
lives in the senseless barbarism of war.” The plaque, which describes a brief history
of the church, is now attached on the railing of a subway entrance, across the street
from the church, right next to the Drake Circus shopping center entrance. The plaque
reads:
st

nd

condition.
The church authorities having decided that the church was not to be rebuilt,
of the ministry of works, carried out the preservation works.
who lost their lives due to enemy air attacks on the city during the Second
World War.

Jones, Lloyd. “Charles Church.” Letters to the Deputy Chairman, SPAB
“Only One Organization Offer to Help.” Western Morning News
Print.
Plymouth. City Council. Charles Church History Plaque

Past Interpretation

about the treatment of the Barbican, which was ultimately preserved and stands
as a tourist destination today, were very controversial and the subject of numerous
newspaper articles and editorials.
The Times
stated that it was a “remarkable and exemplary achievement” and praised the plan
The plan was compared
to the County of London plan as Abercrombie had directed both. Schemes such as
the decentralization of the population and preservation of historic buildings via the
creation of a precinct were present in both plans. The plan was called “heroic.”

served as a “melancholy reminder of the war.” The book aimed to paint a complete
picture of the life of the church and showcase how the life of the church has
continued since the devastation of WWII.

Current Interpretation

and states that “there was no doubt in the authors’ minds that this proposal… was
going to be symbolic of the rebuilding of a better Britain.”
“The Plan for Plymouth.” The Times
James, Suzanne Aileen Helen. The Life Continues: A History of the Congregation of Charles Church,
Plymouth.
Plymouth: Vision of a Modern City

calls the plan “the greatest post-war plan in Britain” but noted that because of Basil
Spence’s Coventry Cathedral, which “captured the public imagination,” Plymouth’s
reconstruction was no longer the “national symbol of revival and reconciliation”
but that Coventry became the symbol instead. Plymouth was thus “eclipsed and its

as its ability to “stir remembrance, and to keep alive and ever before us what is
commemorated.” Has that happened in the years since the war? A variety of factors

Circus Shopping Center sits adjacent to the site and overpowers the church sitting

Despite the public’s lack of attention to the site, the presence of a shopping

to ensure that members of the public do not enter the grounds, which will not
only help to preserve the memorial, but keep the public safe.” One member of the
community said he was appalled at the plan to block access to Charles Church: “I

it as part of the city… It should be restored, not put behind fencing. They should be
opening it up so that we can use it for civic events and memorial services,” he said.
After public outcry the idea of a fence was scrapped.

Ibid.
Whittick, Arnold. War Memorials
“Charles Church Fence Plan Scrapped.” This is Cornwall.

said, “I’m delighted that the council has chosen to reverse this unpopular decision. It
would have made Plymouth a laughing stock. The church is a reminder of what the
people of the city had to endure during the Second World War. It is good news that
the council has listened to public opinion and the views of Labour councilors. The
idea was clearly unpopular – and it would have cost a fortune.”
In an interview, Bob Brown, Head of Architecture for the School of Architecture
and Design at the University of Plymouth, made the point that the main concern
for the WWII reconstruction and development in the subsequent years was the
economic downturn and major need for jobs and growth within the city. He noted
that the job creation argument post-war was much more convincing than any aesthetic
argument, much like today, and that, at least in the city center, anything a developer
wanted to pursue essentially was approved on the basis of job creation. He explained
that a similar principle is still in practice today and is part of the approval of the
Drake Circus Shopping Center that seems to be so despised for its aesthetics. When
asked about his thoughts on Charles Church and the public’s consciousness of it he
stated that it was not in the public’s day-to-day mind. He explained that the post-war
sentiment was one that encouraged a progressive future, which seemingly left little
room for connection to the historic fabric that remained.
Another local resident and member of the Church of St. Andrew moved

city during the rebuilding. She called the siting of Charles Church, along with the
newly constructed Drake Circus shopping center “dreadful.”

Ibid.

The church member

mentioned that the church, being so inaccessible to the public, was not something that
the rest of the community either interacted with on a daily basis or considered all that

Conclusion
With all this in mind, the answers to my general thesis questions are more

due in part to the fact that the site has multiple issues at play even today such as local
patriotism, lack of site accessibility and possible loss of structural strength which all
stem from the early decision made about the church post-war. The elements that led to
the preservation of Charles Church are a result of a combination of factors including

other elements of the plan, as well as the preservation of the Barbican. In addition to
these elements a strong public voice contributed to the long debate that ensued after
the City Council’s initial plans to demolish the building. In the end, a compromise
was agreed upon, leaving a preserved church in the middle of a newly designed

acknowledge or visit the site; yet, as we saw with the fence proposal, any plan that
would endanger the ruin is met with public outcry. This fact supports my answer to

decisions today?” Clearly, yes it will and has affected preservation decisions. The great

proposal was brought forward. There is a public connection with the site, however
small it may seem on the surface, which will rise within the residents to protect the

church they associate with World War II destruction and subsequent rebuilding.

answer. The fact that the public spoke against the fence proposal and thought the
Drake Circus Shopping Center took away from the importance of the church site

over multiple generations. However, the fact that the church is so seldom visited
is cause for concern. If the church continues to be physically alienated from the
public then perhaps interest for the church will dwindle. On the other hand, the
fact that numerous residents drive past the site every day could be a source of daily
awareness that transforms into a public consciousness of the site that the residents
would not allow to be threatened by future development. The siting of the church,
both its positive and negative attributes, could be what saves or ultimately leads to its
destruction.
It is this combination of patriotism and remembrance along with inaccessibility
and lack of context that Charles Church battles with today. Current preservationists
struggle with the notion of preserving a relic that lacks historic context or public
accessibility, and ask what an appropriate response or design intervention for such
a site would be. The siting due to the road plan fundamentally affected the site’s
past, and now future, preservation. The citizens of Plymouth must be aware of the
preservation challenges that could affect Charles Church in the future due to such

the church’s future as more people could visit the site, connect with the past and
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St. Bride’s Church, London
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Introduction
St. Bride’s Church is located in the City district of central London. St. Bride’s
is an example of a bomb-damaged church that was reconstructed according to its

post-war reconstruction. St. Bride’s rebuilding is similar to Warsaw’s reconstruction
plan as they both looked to the past in an attempt to move forward and recover from
the destruction post-war.

marketing industry operating within its boundaries. St. Bride’s then, in association

journalism industry that operated close by. Designed by Christopher Wren after

combination with the rest of the City Churches in the area. Wren, best known for this
design of numerous City Churches in London including St. Paul’s Cathedral, was
also a well known scientist and mathematician. Wren was appointed Surveyor of the
It is from these ties that St. Bride’s gains

according to its historic design. The building’s association with a great architect and
the journalism industry are what made the restoration of St. Bride’s possible.

Original Building History
The site of St. Bride’s church has an extensive history, as the present building
is the eighth church to have been constructed on the site. A stone church was
constructed in the sixth century and was then enlarged between the ninth and

BBC: History

74

Christopher Wren.

It was later rebuilt eight feet shorter.3 St. Bride’s was one of the most expensive of
the Wren churches and was only exceeded in price by St. Lawrence, Jewry (the Lord

believed to be designed by Wren alone. 4

Dewi Morgan stated, “with his genius for relating a building to its surroundings and…
enabling it to overcome them, he made St. Bride’s Church a simple structure on the
The church became well known as a Wren masterpiece

7

for his wedding cakes modeled on the tiered arcades of the spire.

essay about Wren. The author stated “the steeple of St. Bride’s Church, alone, does

Architects’ Journal
3

London Evening Standard

4

Morgan, Dewi. Phoenix of Fleet Street: 2,000 Years of St. Bride’s
. Print.
Morgan,
7

.
The Architecture of Sir Christopher Wren

not assert the strength of [Wren’s] genius, nor the play of his fancy, so much as his
judgment and taste in producing an elegant arrangement of simple and resonating

In addition to the popularity of this Wren design, the church was also known
for its association with the rise of the British newspaper and printing industries.

business to a new site near St. Bride’s Church. Soon other printers moved to the area

newspaper, the Daily Courant, was published “next door to the King’s Arms Tavern
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the newspaper industry

political districts of the city allowed for the area to become a center of newspaper and

the heart of the nation’s press and media industries. Consequently, even before World

WWII History

damaged. St. Bride’s roof, windows and interiors were all burnt out; everything

Essays for Medal
St. Bride’s Church, Museum. Museum Exhibition. St. Bride’s Church, London.
pag. Print.

The Times

columns encased in concrete for support, the church hosted open-air services (see

irreparable loss that London [had] suffered; the proportion [was] far more than the

assessed the damage that occurred to buildings due to enemy bombing that took

Section of the Architect’s Department. Each map was color-coded to show the extent

little damage but the area immediately surrounding the cathedral was documented
The area to the north of St. Bride’s also
suffered serious damage while the church itself was listed as “seriously damaged; but

A survey of the City’s destruction, The City of London: A Record of Destruction
and Survival
included the Daily Express, the Daily Telegraph

Historic London Under Fire
The London County Council Bomb Damage Maps, 1939-45
Ibid.
The City of London: A Record of Destruction and Survival
Ibid.
77

London Reconstruction Plan and the City Churches
Many of the reconstruction plans, guidelines and publications regarding the

church in city life and were eager to retain as many as they could. The connections
with the historic City area of London, Sir Christopher Wren as well as the publishing
and newspaper industries contributed to the attention showered upon St. Bride’s.
Without these important connections the church may have been completely torn
down with a new structure built on top, similar to St. Paul’s, Bow Common. As with
Warsaw, a deep connection to the past is what propelled the historicist rebuilding
scheme for St. Bride’s.
The Bishop of London originally set up a Diocesan Committee to manage the
rebuilding of London churches as a whole but, after realizing the unique character
of the City Churches due to their historic and architectural importance, created a
separate Committee, the Bishop of London’s Committee for the City Churches, to

Godfrey Allen as a consultant architect. Allen and Prebendary Wellard, the Secretary
of the Committee, were to visit “every church where any problem arises and make sure

to “correlate the spiritual, historical, architectural factors with conditions as they are

Barking-by-the Tower, St. Giles, Cripplegate, St. Mary-le-Bow and St. Stephen,
Walbrook, all of which suffered damage, were recommended by the commission to
London. Church War Damage Committee. Church Bodies Set Up to Deal with Bombed Churches.
London. Print.
London. The Bishop of London’s Commission on the City Churches. Meeting Minutes, October 7, 1941.
Print.

“no Wren Church, not already destroyed, nor damaged beyond the possibility
of satisfactory restoration, should be removed, except in a case of most urgent
necessity, and after all the schemes for entire or partial preservation have been fully
The report noted that, even if the congregations were diminishing in

towers and spires with the churches to which they belong… are an essential part of

churches. The economics related to running a church with a healthy congregation was
not a main contributing factor in the reconstruction discussion.

Even apart from its great architectural beauty, its close connection with the newspaper
They

survived the war substantially intact or capable of reasonable restoration… such
unnecessary destruction would be an act of vandalism likely to shock the conscience
In addition to the architectural
importance, rebuilding the church could have also been seen as a morale booster
London. The Bishop of London. City Churches
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

both as patriotic and an encouragement for the city and nation. As noted earlier, the

churches so it is easily argued that restoring these buildings could have been seen as
boosting a general spirit of renewal throughout London. Again a parallel can be drawn

Warsaw was done to generate local and national support after World War II.

The Society was formed to “oppose the closing of further London City churches
and the eventual abandonment of those which enemy action [had] made temporarily
The Society was of the opinion that “wherever possible the churches
The Society argued that in “no other city in
th

century churches to be found, and

part of London’s overall reconstruction and retained whenever possible. The authors,

noted that church congregations were undergoing population shifts, which were
reducing congregations and affecting the regrouping of parishes. This regrouping of

The City Churches Society. Agenda for Inaugural Meeting of Council
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

parishes had little impact on the reconstruction of the City Churches and St. Bride’s,

mentioned previously, “an irretrievable loss to the City and to the nation’s architectural

daily communal life as places of worship and historical association with some being

The plan also noted
that churches, in addition to museums, public libraries and schools, served a local
social life and community need that was necessary for the growth and revitalization of
the city.

published a report on the preliminary draft proposals for the post-war reconstruction

conditions, rehabilitation of the city’s commerce, and “preservation of the City’s

from what was proposed at Plymouth, however, as this plan advocated for the
retention of the City Churches for future rebuilding. Their stated intent for the plan
was to “see the return of the City at the earliest possible date for those businesses
which have been displaced by enemy action, and to assist in every way within our
City Churches were
London. The Bishop of London. City Churches
County of London Plan

London. Improvements and Town Planning Committee. Report: Preliminary Draft Proposals for PostWar Reconstruction
Ibid.

considered the historic jewels of the day as “the sites of City churches are respected,
and where possible, the buildings themselves, whether undamaged or not, [were]

the proposal stated, “should be redeveloped in a manner sympathetic to and, as far as
33

St. Bride’s Church Rebuilding
In accordance with the various city groups and agencies advocating for the
preservation and restoration of City Churches, St. Bride’s was soon in the planning

W. Godfrey Allen, was published in The Builder
the fabric of St. Paul’s and twice Prime Warden of the Goldsmiths’ Company, was
considered an authority on Wren’s architecture. The London Diocesan Advisory
34

By

allowed Allen to change various aspects within the church under the guise of
The Builder
article stated that Allen proposed to “eliminate the north and south galleries which,
Allen argued that “had
Wren intended the galleries, he would have made proper provision of windows on

London. Improvements and Town Planning Committee. Report: Preliminary Draft Proposals for PostWar Reconstruction
33

Ibid.

34

London. London Diocesan Advisory Committee. Meeting Minutes, January 26, 1954. Print.
Builder
Ibid.

the north and south walls, and the pedestals of the columns would have been carried

37

Allen proposed removing the galleries that were “not now required,

The new, collegiate-style seating would allow “a more

Liturgical Movement as the goal of bringing congregation and clergy closer together to

The Builder. Allen had continued to

The restoration included items such as a fresco on the east end of the church,
which was designed to “give the east end of the church the appearance of an apse

was installed along with collegiate style seating. The gallery space was still excluded
The
two aisles were then used as memorial chapels dedicated to the press “printing and

on the south side.
The church Rector and Churchwardens published a small brochure in

vision, patience, tenacity and devotion by the friends of St. Bride’s, determined to

37

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

Lecture.

rightful place as a forum of thought, enlightenment and progress in the heart of
43

The publication noted that “those who knew Wren’s church prior

communion tables and tablets, its heavy galleries in the north and south arcades, and
44

The

language used in just this one paragraph illustrates the overall attitude at the time
of restoration. Wren’s design, although heralded as a masterpiece, was thought to be

could be improved upon, with the help of Allen’s creative interpretation.

The church Rector and Churchwardens booklet discussed the excavations that
uncovered Roman ruins, mosaics and skeletal remains. “Six inches below the level of

burials, Roman, Saxon and onwards, had taken place in the area now enclosed by the

and cathedrals. The work was funded with the help of the War Damage Commission

The space below the church is now open as a museum
Redpath, William. Fleet Street’s Church Restored, 1940-1957
Print.
43

44

meeting of the London Diocesan Advisory Committee approved a “scheme for the
re-arrangement and development of the crypts to provide a permanent exhibition of

Past Interpretation

supported the design and noted its success. The church Rector and Churchwarden

47

“Within Wren’s fabric, which he has

Country Life comments on Allen’s changes to the
building stating, “by making the altar-piece a solid structure the architect has
increased the sense of depth behind it which is further enhanced by Mr. Glyn Jones’s
trompe l’oeil
because it has effectively reduced glare which was “so troublesome to those facing it
The article
calls the painting on the east end wall, designed to create the illusion of an apse, a

the high altar much greater than the few feet that in fact separate the east wall from

London. London Diocesan Advisory Committee. Meeting Minutes, September 26, 1967. Print.
47

Country Life

These articles depict a general feeling of acceptance

such as the seating.

The Architect’s Journal
British architectural critic, writes about six Wren churches that had undergone

Godfrey Allen’s choice to replace the gallery-style seating for college-fashion stalls
with “the east end… completely rearranged with a big free-standing altar and a trompe
l’oeil
remarks that for a longitudinal church, the college stalls “simply get in the way of
the rhythm of the arcades with the heavy cornice and the heavier pediments sticking
The author criticizes the decision to recreate
some kind of old design instead of using Wren’s original arcades “as the basis of a

Phoenix of Fleet Street: 2,000 Years of St.
Bride’s in which he describes the reconstruction. Morgan argues that the east wall,

Ibid.
Architects’ Journal
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

Morgan continues

Their arrangement encourages a feeling of community among the congregation. The
arrangement does, however, have one disadvantage, in that the preacher feels he is

This update
demonstrates the realization and shift in thinking as Allen’s additions are now seen to

The printing and newspaper industry eventually moved out of the area in the

owners decided to abandon their cramped and expensive sites for cheaper locations

parish church, despite the diaspora of the industry away from this district in recent

David Meara, the vicar of St Bride’s. Meara stated that the church is now a “place of

work within the area and for weddings, memorials, and other events.

Morgan,

.

Morgan,

.
English Heritage
The Times
Daily Telegraph

Current Interpretation
Wren’s contribution to London through his church design still dominates

his contributions to the building pale in comparison to the amount of credit that
Wren’s receives for the building. The church is still largely known as a Wren design,
as opposed to a Wren/Allen design. “This is one of Wren’s most prominent buildings,
and it is preserving his legacy as well as the stone of St. Bride’s that we are looking
Reuters. The church’s
connection with journalism is also noted, “known as the journalists’ church, St. Bride’s

The City
Churches Have a Future. The purpose of the publication was to promote current and

Despite my surprise that Allen was able to insert a new seating scheme into the

Reuters 3
London Evening Standard
The City Churches Have a Future
St. Bride’s: History

The church launched its “Inspire!”
of raising
Churchwardens and the Parochial Church Council to begin preparations for work to
£
The appeal notes that the church is “one of

Sir Michael Bear, Master of the Worshipful Company of Paviors, and Late Lord
Mayor of London stated “the City landscape is punctuated with historic buildings,

glue that holds the Cityscape together and makes the varied property skyline what it

broadcast and online media business… it is St Bride’s that we journalists return for

Conclusion
The combined elements that led to St. Bride’s reconstruction stemmed from its

an area with many potentially redundant churches, could have easily been torn down.
With all this in mind I look to answer the key questions asked at the beginning

would argue that it is recognized, but only because of the great excavation discoveries

St. Bride’s Church. Inspire! Advertisement.
Ibid.
Ibid.

breakthrough ensured that the post-war history of the site is noted in the overall
history of St. Bride’s. Without this discovery that is clearly physical evidence of the
post-war reconstruction, Allen’s additions and alternations may have gone virtually
unnoticed by future visitors.

from the excavations will certainly affect preservation decisions as the excavation
site is currently preserved and being researched under the main sanctuary space
of the building. As a physical reminder of the effects of the WWII bombing, the
archaeological remains will dictate future preservation decisions as it relates to the
museum space underneath the sanctuary. Despite this, the Inspire! campaign that
is looking to fund basic maintenance and cleaning of the church still relies on the
church’s historical Wren background as the main argument for restoration. Despite
this, future preservation decisions will have to be affected by the fact that Wren’s

decisions concerning restoration. I would suggest that, even though the distinction
between Wren and Allen is not very clear, that Allen’s design remain a necessary
component of St. Bride’s overall design. In addition, I would also suggest that the line

understand the layered history of the building.

church’s publications, it is safe to say that the meaning of the reconstruction, although

it will certainly be mentioned in future history books, will only be noted as a side
element among the greater connections the church has ties to.

History Under Fire, 52 Photographs of Air Raid Damage to London Buildings, 1940-41

Image Courtesy St. Bride’s Church

History Under Fire, 52 Photographs of Air Raid Damage to London Buildings, 1940-41

Image Courtesy St. Bride’s Church

The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings Archives

“St. Bride’s, Fleet Street: Proposed Restoration.” Builder
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Coventry Cathedral, Coventry
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Introduction
Coventry Cathedral is located in Coventry, England, an industrial center
situated in the West Midlands of the country. This cathedral is an example of a site that
preserved the church ruins and built a new structure adjacent. Similar to Dresden,
Coventry chose to embrace both historic fabric and contemporary design aesthetics
in their rebuilding. Coventry has become known throughout the world for its new
cathedral design and its dedication to peace and reconciliation. Coventry gained this

such an extensive German bombing raid. This raid occurred in November 1940, just

place. Coventry was immediately considered an example of recovery and rebuilding

city and country. Coventry’s importance greatly surpassed Plymouth’s rebuilding

international symbols of hope and recovery.
These ideas of recovery and reconciliation dominated the design for the
cathedral from the beginning of the project and are at the heart of the building’s
interpretation today. In the upcoming chapter about St. Paul’s, Bow Common a
striking comparison between the two churches becomes evident, as both are prime

Original Building History
Coventry Cathedral belongs to the Church of England and lies within the
Province of Canterbury under the Diocese of Coventry. The original church, the
Cathedral Church of St. Michael, was built in the English gothic Perpendicular style
during the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (see Images 1 and 2). The tower
was built between 1373 and 1394, and the construction of the spire began in 1432. The

105

foot tower and spire. The church was seen as an “all familiar… landmark which no one
who has seen… could ever forget.”1
spires” which began to decay so the cathedral underwent a complete restoration
2

The

building was originally designated as a parish church but was later enlarged and
gained cathedral status in 1918.

WWII History
Coventry was destroyed during an air raid on November 14, 1940 when a

thirds of the medieval city was destroyed or severely damaged in the raid; 568 people
died while 863 were severely injured.3 The next morning the city discovered that only
the cathedral tower, spire and exterior walls remained intact (see Images 3 and 4). The
town center was reduced to a “charred wilderness of rubble and twisted girders.”4

compact targets of provincial cities.”5 This single factor affected the rebuilding
perhaps more than any other issue at hand. The Coventry Blitz subsequently obtained
legendary status as the blitz symbolized Nazi terror that had been ruthlessly and
senselessly released upon innocent civilians and their city. Despite later attempts
Coventry Standard? n. pag. Print.

1

“Various.” Cycling Times, n. pag. Print.
2

Ibid.
Coventry Cathedral: Art and Architecture in Post-War Britain. Oxford: Clarendon

3

Coventry Cathedral. Coventry Cathedral Council, 1970. 2. Print.

4
5

Campbell, 7.
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by historians to create a more “rounded picture, by suggesting that industry was
the real target” these concepts continued to surround discussions of the blitz.6 This
attempt at propaganda propelled the future church design to legendary status before

from September 1940 to May 1941, which was also seen as an attempt of destruction
for the purpose of crippling local morale, so Coventry’s blitz, also seen as lacking real
strategic purpose, used that same idea to pull together local and national support in a
“resolve that Nazi Germany must, and would be, beaten.”7

the city as “a monument to German frightfulness.”8 The loss of physical fabric to the

Birmingham Gazette
stated “the proud spirit of Coventry Cathedral yesterday stood as a sentinel over the
grim scene of destruction below.”9
News coverage about this idea became unnerving for then Prime Minister and
Minister of Defense, Winston Churchill, as well as the Director of Home Intelligence,

rebuilding, reconstruction, replanning” in order to provide “a useful escape from…
controversial issues” such as civilian shelters, military strategy or destruction.10

6

Campbell, 7.

7

On.” Independent
8

Campbell, 9.

9

Ibid.

10

Campbell, 10.
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Coventry Reconstruction Plan
To aid in the overall appeal of focusing on the future and reconstruction, the
day after the air strike, the Provost of Coventry, Richard Howard, stated that the city
and the cathedral would be rebuilt. His speech “ensured that the city and its cathedral
became an emblem of all Britain’s bombed cities, and the focus of hopes for the
future.”11
and resurrection, and of hope and forgiveness in the face of war and destruction”
gained widespread attention and support.12 Other leaders in the community included
the city engineer, E.H. Ford, who controlled the majority of the new city planning,
particularly in terms of the street pattern for the central commercial area and the City

civic and cultural buildings were to be located.
Both Ford and Gibson presented reconstruction plans to the National
Emergency Committee and City Redevelopment Committee in 1941.13 Gibson’s plan

buildings and the commercial center, respectively, with the cathedral sitting in the
middle. Ford’s plan, however, did not rethink the street pattern but merely proposed
widening the already existing streets. He did, like Gibson, design a “broad vista”
between Broadgate and the cathedral but unlike Gibson he envisaged “small squares
14

11

12

Hodge, Jessica. Coventry Cathedral: Celebrating the Past, Embracing the Future

13

Campbell, 14.

14

Campbell, 16.
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In January

Gibson’s plan was selected. Coventry’s Redevelopment Committee approved the plan
in March.
Gibson continued to work on the plan and produced a model to present to the
public by 1942. His plan, widely published, became an example for the reconstruction

congestion and also historic buildings that, together with the cathedral ruins, would
be preserved and incorporated as “features in open spaces and gardens.”15 Similar

radial roads to serve the various precincts of the city.
The gutted St. Michael’s Cathedral held a key position in the publicity
surrounding the blitz and the new plan. The cathedral symbolized “the city’s fate
as the innocent victim of war” and the tower was intended to “provide a precious
historical dimension for an almost entirely modern city.”16

the city immediately after the blitz and demonstrates the role the church played in a
propaganda campaign for the overall rebuilding of the city and country:
our city from the sky, all through the long night. So many lives were lost, so
many homes destroyed, and our Cathedral nave and Chancel utterly burnt and
brought to the ground. It was ruthless, futile, wicked… What we want to tell
hard as it may be, to banish all thoughts of revenge; we are bracing ourselves
15

“The New Coventry.” Times

16

Campbell, 21.

pag. Print.
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are going to try to make a kinder, simpler… sort of world in the days beyond
this strife. We are in brave spirits and can wish the Empire a Courageous
Christmas.17
Coventry Cathedral and Basil Spence
Provost Howard’s speech soon after the raid concluded by saying “from every
citizen and from dwellers far and wide has come the determined cry: ‘We shall build
again.’ It will be worth while winning the war if only to rebuild St. Michael’s.”18 In
contrast to Howard’s ideas about the future of St. Michael’s, Bishop Gorton and City

needs of the city, and help attract a young congregation.”19 The two also thought that
the ruins should be completely demolished, as a new building would provide a more
suitable answer for the new modernist city plan. The ideas from these three would

design stages, architects and waves of public opinion.
Howard believed that the cathedral had the potential to play an important
20

Gorton, likewise, thought of the new cathedral project as an opportunity to explore

church planning and function. Both Gorton and Howard “felt that a central altar
was desirable,” similar to the St. Paul’s Bow Common designers of Robert Maguire
and Keith Murray who were also looking to rethink church function in terms of its
design.21

17

The Times

18
19

Glendinning, 74.

20

Campbell, 22.

21

Campbell, 23.

pag. Print.
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design recalled traditional ideas about liturgy and church design.

March 1941.22 Two of the most modern thinkers of the group were Provost Howard and
Bishop Gorton.
Initially Provost Howard invited Giles Gilbert Scott to design the new
cathedral in June 1941. Scott, son and grandson of British architects George Gilbert
Scott Junior and George Gilbert Scott respectively, was known for his design of the

23

Contemporary design was also in

a state of change and the Cathedral rebuilding was caught between two design schools,
one being more traditional and the other looking towards the future with modernist
design principles. This theme is also seen in the space planning of the cathedral
that was caught between traditional views on liturgy versus contemporary views that

recommended an open competition for the new design but instead the Bishop and
Cathedral Council, at the urging of Howard, appointed Scott as the architect. Bishop

Cathedral Council approved of in September 1943. Gorton wanted a centrally planned
church with new elements such as a Chapel of Christian Unity and a Christian Service
Centre.24 Scott tried to accommodate Gorton’s wishes by designing multiple buildings
sitting to the east of the cathedral. Scott’s plan kept the ruined nave to serve as a
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cloister with the new cathedral sitting across the site. This idea of preserving the ruins

received, both by the City Council… which was reluctant to yield land to the east and
south of the old cathedral, and by the general public, who apparently disliked both the
central altar and the treatment of the ruins.”25
Scott published this statement to accompany his published design in
newspapers in February 1944 (see Image 6):
The purpose of the Cathedral to form a spiritual centre for the city, to bring
it into the everyday life of the people and to emphasise the dominance of
the spiritual values over the material can only be satisfactorily expressed
architecturally if the Cathedral forms the centre and climax of the city’s plan.26
Despite the Council’s approval, Bishop Howard did not like the design, which
included Gothic details. He thus urged Scott to eliminate the details and make the
design more modern to “reinforce the image of a progressive new cathedral.”27 These

that it had a “lack of unity, both architectural and aesthetic between the interior and
exterior.”28 The City Council then suggested that the Cathedral Council either adopt
a new plan or abandon the idea and just have the congregation join with the nearby
Holy Trinity Church.
Torn between traditionalists and progressives, Scott resigned in January 1947
saying, “It is unlikely that a modernist or traditional design will ever meet with the
approval of all parties… These differences of opinion, and the formation of numerous
societies, committees and commissions etc, to give them expression, are characteristic
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of our time; they harass the unfortunate artist and hamper the production of the
work…”29

and as such, the site would never be purely a religious building. The design had
to accommodate multiple functions such as a war memorial and the symbol of the

and St. Paul’s, Bow Common. In contrast to the role of St. Paul’s, Bow Common or St.
Bride’s as parish churches, Coventry Cathedral would act as the chief church of the
diocese and the base for the Bishop of Coventry and, as such, had a much higher role
to play merely within the Church of England structure of worship spaces.

ultimately suggested an open competition, which had been Scott’s recommendation

Harlech’s Commission Report in 1947. The report discussed four options for the site
of the cathedral: move it outside of Coventry, build another cathedral on a different
site, move the congregation to Holy Trinity, or build another cathedral on the same site.

of the old building.30 This recommendation was supported by references to “grounds
of natural sentiment, tradition, and continuity… but also on a careful review of all
the suggestions and considerations.”31 They stated that the walls were too structurally
unstable to allow for reconstruction and should thus be demolished because they
32
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Harlech’s Commission proposed that the tower and spire remain as it was “Coventry’s
outstanding landmark” and destroying it “would be both a dereliction of duty and
an acquiescence in the destruction wrought on November 14, 1940 by the forces of
oppression and evil.”33
The report encouraged architect selection by open competition and proposed
a Building Committee be organized to carry out all the building operations and

stipulation because they thought it would “severely inhibit competitors.”34
To prepare for the competition the Building Committee was renamed the
Reconstruction Committee and was comprised of mainly local businessmen and
the Provost, and chaired by Colonel Cyril Siddeley. The committee would be in

Commission), Sir Percy Thomas (member of the Harlech Commission), and Howard
Robertson (a recent advisor for the UN headquarters design competition).35
Finally, in October of 1950, the Reconstruction Committee published their
brief and held a design competition for the new cathedral that was open to any

competition brief but they did stipulate that the tower and crypt chapels had to be
preserved. The lack of style and material restrictions allowed “the moderns… to enter
the fray,” as young architect Colin St. John Wilson wrote in the Observer in January
1951.36
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The competition brief required seating for 1250 people, space for 150 diocesan

Chapel, a Guild Chapel, a Children’s Chapel, and a Chapel of the Resurrection. Eight
“hallowing places” were also to be included as well as a Chapel of Christian Unity,

Centre was also included in the brief as well as the stipulation that the altar must be
sited toward the east end. There were no liturgical requirements in the competition
brief apart from the requirement that the altar be placed towards the east end of the
building and have an unobstructed view from the congregation.37

site to the north of the ruins had been secured by the church in 1948 so the designers
had to choose between three options: “building on the site of the old cathedral,
squeezing a new cathedral alongside it, or using the land to the north.”38 This left many

nave, choir and sanctuary.
In addition to the competition brief, the Bishop, Provost and Cathedral Chapter
as well as the Joint Council of the Coventry Cathedral Christian Service Centre issued
a guide to encourage the competitors to reimagine the liturgical requirements of the

the cathedral.”39 In terms of a war memorial, the only stipulations relating to such
an idea was for a place to be set aside for the charred cross, cross of nails and altar of
rubble from the ruins which as to be placed within the new cathedral.
Eventually 219 drawing sets were submitted and exhibited at the King Henry
VIII School in Coventry during July 1951. The assessors felt than none of the
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submissions were “worthy of being erected” but decided to recommend Basil Spence’s
design as the project could not sustain another setback. They felt that Spence’s design
“stood a better chance of reconciling the different factions” than a more radical design
would.40

began on June 8, 1954 (see Images 7 and 8).41

articulated.42 Spence became known as an “exhibition architect” after completing
designs for the “Britain Can Make It” exhibition, “Enterprise Scotland Exhibition” as
well as the “Sea and Ships” Pavilion at the Festival of Britain in 1951, the same year he
won the Coventry competition (see Images 9 and 10).43

Spence’s design was commended for “qualities of spirit and imagination of the
highest order.”44
“a middle ground between the traditionalism… and radicalism” and reconcile the
“differences between the clergy, the Reconstruction Committee and the architectural
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profession.”45
Spence’s design retained almost all of the ruins and placed the new building at

Screen facade served as the entrance to the new cathedral. The Guild Chapel was
placed on the east side with the Chapel of Unity on the west. The interior incorporated
triangular recesses that would hold the eight hallowing places. Opposite the West

behind it, separated by a wall. The baptistery window was placed across from the
Chapel of Unity. The Stone of Bethlehem, the font, sits in front of the window.

included proposals for a more centralized altar, revised materials choices as well as
commissioning artists for the various works he had in mind for the space.

the cathedral as a “casket of jewels” which was integral to the overall design of
the building. The Grand Tapestry at the east end of the nave, designed by Graham
Sutherland, was one of the most important of the art commissions as it reinforced the
46

major piece of artwork was the baptistery window, which would highlight two aspects
of the church: “spiritual growth beginning in baptism and the nurturing of unity and
reconciliation (see Image 12).”47 The window was contracted out to John Piper and
Patrick Reyntiens, artists who ended up collaborating for three decades after working
together at Coventry. John Hutton, who met Spence during World War II while
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clear screen with the intent of visually incorporating the ruins with the new cathedral,
which could now be seen from the interior of the new building (see Image 13).

the nave windows. The windows, with their distinctive zigzag formation that points to

windows were completed by 1958.48

location, as per Bishop Gorton’s request. Spence moved the bishop’s throne and
clergy seats around the altar but the Reconstruction Committee eventually rejected
the design change. The chairman of the Committee, Ernest Ford, opposed the entire
new scheme and wrote that it was “wrong aesthetically, practically, psychologically
and traditionally.’”49 The proposed centralized location for the altar aligns with the

support for such design changes is one of the core reasons why the architect of St.
Paul’s, Bow Common regarded Coventry Cathedral’s design as antiquated. Coventry
Cathedral, although modern in its materials and outward appearance, was traditional
in terms of its space planning and interior layout.
Money for the rebuilding came from the Government’s War Damages
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Commission.50 In addition to securing donations for the rest of the building campaign,
Spence, the Provost and the Bishop’s Chaplain conducted a fundraising tour that
helped gain public support and funding for the building. Construction began in June
1954 and the foundation was laid by March 1955 (see Image 8). The new church was
consecrated on May 25, 1962.51

Past Interpretation
Throughout construction and the following decades, the project went through
phases of popularity and criticism. In the 1940s “patriotic commemorative projects”
ruled the discussion until the 1950s came and the focus shifted to the “renewal of
national architectural and craft traditions.”52 In the 1960s projects of international
reconciliation were heavily debated and such was the climate surrounding Coventry

locally, nationally and internationally.”53
Overall Spence enjoyed mass publicity, as he became one of the few architects
to become a household name after he won the Coventry design competition. He was

awarded the Order of Merit for the competition of the Cathedral.
Once Spence’s design was published it immediately attracted attention
and critics from around the country. To some, the design seemed “uncomfortably
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reminiscent” of the exhibition pavilions for which Spence was known while others
thought it appeared “disappointingly sober and traditional.”54

donors a 1952 publication titled “The New Coventry Cathedral” broke down the new

which it stated,
a vestibule to the new cathedral… these ruins have a powerfully religious effect
upon the minds of those who see them. They enshrine a positive truth which
speaks impressively from the stones. It is felt that it would be little short of
sacrilege to destroy this. The voice of God from the ruins must be allowed to go
55

The other components of style, ground plan, exterior, interior and the Chapel
of Unity and Christian Service Centre were presented as harmonious elements that
would combine to create a building of “tremendous power and clean gracefulness
which is characteristic of all our greatest Christian architecture, and though built in a
later age and style it will stand in harmony and continuity with the old Cathedral.” 56

added a section on “The Beginning of the Building” which places the project within
the larger countrywide context by stating, “the Cathedral is not a building which
concerns Coventry and Coventry alone. The echo of the bombs which destroyed your
city was heard round the world. We cannot tell how many people are waiting in this
country and abroad for this church to rise and prove that English traditions live again
after the Blitz.”57
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importance.
Public opinion and design taste changed throughout the construction
years. The retention of the ruins presented in 1951 was “well suited to the mood
of the period” but by 1958 this design idea “had come to seem both romantic and
unadventurous” when compared to other building projects of the day.58

where he criticized the design for its “traditional character” and noted British

Hitchcock reversed his opinion and paid tribute to the completed cathedral stating “its
assured sumptuousness and its uninhibited symbolism… successfully captured the
imagination of the wider public.”59
Throughout the construction process two clergymen, architectural writer
and priest Peter Hammond and Harold “Bill” Williams, both critiqued the design.
Hammond criticized Coventry Cathedral as a “building which contributes nothing to
the solution of the real problems of church design and perpetuates a conception of
a church which owes far more to the romantic movement than to the New Testament
or authentic Christian tradition.”60 Hammond’s liturgical critique aligned with the
St. Paul’s, Bow Common designers, Robert Maguire and Keith Murray, who thought

new, contemporary ideas of designing around the Eucharist and the increased
connection between clergy and congregation, in which a central altar would be most
58
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far enough and stated, “before ever an architect was briefed, there should have been
more fundamental thinking about current liturgical needs in general and about the
particular requirements of a modern cathedral church.”61 The author continued to
describe current liturgical thinking as emphasized in the importance of the Eucharist,

with complete freedom for movement all round the altar.”62

a “bridge between past and present or its qualities as a great ceremonial space.”63
By the consecration date in 1962 people were still divided in opinion.
The older generation “paid tribute to the skill and imagination with which the

appearance.”64
In G.E. Kidder Smith’s Book, The New Churches of Europe, published in 1964,
the church is commended as having done “more to revitalize the hitherto almost
totally reactionary architecture of the Church of England than was ever dreamed
possible.”65 The author continues, stating: “because of the enormous popular success

positive and exciting statement of religious building in our time” and that the building
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excellence.”66

to the reputation made with Coventry Cathedral?”67 He notes, “the controversies

Clark and J.M. Richards notably among them, have since recanted.”68 He also states
that, “the Poles could reproduce Warsaw just as it had been before the German

future.”69
across cultures, yet the two cities chose to implement their reconstruction plans very
differently as Warsaw rebuilt to historic designs and Coventry created new designs.
During his lecture, “New Buildings in Old Cities” at the University of

could be faced with was “designing a modern building in an ancient city.”70 Using
Coventry as an example, Spence spoke about the issues with designing around a
historic cathedral in an old city. He noted that his design proposal for the competition
was the only one “that kept the entire ruin as an integral part of the complete
building” as “it had to be of our time but one which grew from the old and which
would be incomplete without it.”71 He noted that his design was very controversial
at the beginning, drawing 80 percent of the letters from strangers being rude with
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the other 20 percent being “very rude.”72 Spence continued to describe his site visit

that it was my duty to design a building… which would stand for the triumph of the
Resurrection.”73 By the time Spence gave this lecture, 20 years after the conception, he
noted a change in public opinion, as the letters he was then getting were “happily very
different from the ones I got in the beginning.”74
English Heritage listed the ruined Cathedral Church of St. Michael as a grade
I building in February of 1955 and listed the contemporary Coventry Cathedral as a
grade I building in March of 1988 (see Images 14 and 15). The listing for the ruin is
very brief and describes the history and layout of the church with little mention of its
memorial status or its connection with the new cathedral. The listing for the cathedral
is much more detailed and describes the design and layout of the church as well as
the ruined St. Michael next to it. The listing states that the cathedral was “one of the
most important architectural commissions of its date in Britain… the scheme was also
notable in its period for the degree to which the bomb damaged shell of the Medieval
church of St. Michael was preserved.”75

Current Interpretation
Today interpretation surrounding the cathedral mostly focuses on the
symbolism of reconciliation and peace as well as the various pieces of artwork within
the building.
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of the introductory brochure, he says to the visitor:
house of 20th Century works of art. More than that, this is the home of a lively
worshipping community witnessing to the transforming power of Jesus Christ
Cathedral destroyed by enemy bombing in 1940, the New Cathedral remains
a powerful witness to the hope of the resurrection and the importance of
reconciliation.
I do hope that as a result of your visit, something of the majesty of Christ in
glory and the ministry of peace and reconciliation will stay with you as you
journey on.76
The points Reverend John Irvine makes in the brief introduction speak
volumes to the interpretation of the site today. The idea of reconciliation, artists who
contributed to the cathedral and the World War II destruction are heavily emphasized
throughout the brochure. The Dean does not identify the enemy in the brochure but
uses the term as a general idea to encourage the church’s overall goal of promoting

states:
Coventry’s old Cathedral was destroyed on 14 November 1940 by German
senior clergyman, stated that this Community would forgive and be reconciled
to their former enemies, and that the Cathedral would be rebuilt. Today, the
Cathedral’s International Centre for Reconciliation supports a worldwide
network of over 170 peace ‘centres’—the ‘Community of the Cross of Nails.’77
This brochure, in contrast to the Dean’s welcome introduction, does identify

76
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77
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the enemy as Germany. These contrasting views on the “enemy” shows that although
the enemy, Germany, is still part of the overall history of the church, its role is being
reduced to describe enemies in general. This generalization, although it supports the
overall goal of the church to promote peace and reconciliation, demonstrates the shift
of memory from one generation to the other, as one piece of the history is transformed
to help aid a current goal of the church.

of popularity, which was high right after the consecration in 1962 but waned in the
decades after. The cathedral was, however, voted as Britain’s favorite twentieth century
building in the 1990s. The booklet points to Howard’s declaration right after the blitz
and the Cross of Nails as the two immediate symbols of peace, hope and reconciliation
for which the cathedral and Community of the Cross of Nails (CCN) is now based. The
CCN, based at Coventry Cathedral, is an international ministry that promotes peace,
justice and reconciliation around the world.
The church still holds an annual service in November to “commemorate victims
of the blitz” which also aims to help “stimulate public interest in the preservation of
the remains.”78
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supported the visitor admission fee, as they had to maintain two buildings: essentially
the new cathedral and the ruins. In addition to the admission price, visitors are also
expected to enter the cathedral from a separate entrance at the back of the building.

emphasis of a war memorial to the design, architecture and art of the building.80 This,

rising in popularity.

Conclusion

status church, also had the added pressure of responding to the ceremonial needs

war sites. This propelled the country to look to Coventry as an example of rebuilding
and recovery, and as such, forced the city to undertake the rebuilding of the cathedral
very carefully so as to present a strong and clear message of reconciliation and
recovery to the rest of the country and world.

recognized today and will arguably continue as both the ruins and cathedral building

80
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history embedded in the site will continue to be present for decades to come as the
ruins serve as a strong physical reminder of the destruction of war. The same physical
reminder cannot be seen at either St. Bride’s Church or St. Paul’s, Bow Common for
which that section of their history could easily fade into the background of the overall
building history.
The question whether the meaning of the reconstruction or reestablishment

the emphasis will shift from the war memorial and destruction of the city to the

the ruins are still intact and an integral part of the site. The fact that the ruins are
incorporated with the building will ensure that no matter the future interpretation, the
memory of war and destruction will always be physically present to future visitors.
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Image 1: St. Michael’s Cathedral, 1824
Image Courtesy Coventry Cathedral Archives
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Image 2: St. Michael’s Cathedral, nave and apse
Image Courtesy Coventry Cathedral Archives C. Burkett
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Image Courtesy Coventry Cathedral Archives
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Image 4: Mother’s Day Service in ruins, 1945
Image Courtesy Coventry Cathedral Archives
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Image 6: View of proposed cathedral based on Sir Giles Gilbert Scott’s plan, 1944
Coventry Cathedral: Art and Architecture in Post-War Britain
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Image 7: Plan of Cathedral as built

Phoenix at Coventry: The Building of a Cathedral
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Image 8: Construction of new cathedral, early 1958
Image Courtesy Coventry Cathedral Archives, A. Cooper
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Image 9: The Special Ships Section of the Sea and Ships Pavilion
Basil Spence: Buildings and Projects
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Image 10: The Shipbuilding Section of the Sea and Ships Pavilion
Basil Spence: Buildings and Projects
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Image 11: Coventry Cathedral, interior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 12: Baptistery Window, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 13: Coventry Cathedral, interior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt

Image 14: Coventry Cathedral, exterior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 15: St. Michael’s Ruins, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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St. Paul’s, Bow Common, London
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Introduction
St. Paul’s, Bow Common is located in the East End of London, in the borough
of Tower Hamlets. This site is an example of a bomb-damaged parish church whose
building was razed and a new, contemporary structure built on its site. This postwar rebuilding scheme was also seen at Le Havre in which a modernist plan was
constructed essentially on top of the historic site. A combination of factors led to
this more radical answer to church reconstruction. London’s city plan focused

discussion. Once historic, bomb-damaged churches were recognized, the focus was on

designed churches like St. Bride’s Church or St. Paul’s Cathedral. This allowed St.
Paul’s, Bow Common, a smaller parish church, to design a contemporary structure
without as much pressure or criticism from the public as they would have received
had they been a church in The City. A strong-willed vicar, Gresham Kirkby, along with
young and innovative designers took advantage of these facts and produced arguably
1

Movement are seen throughout the design, particularly in its centralized altar
placement.

Original Building History
St. Paul’s, Bow Common, a Church of England church that is within the
Province of Canterbury, lies under the direction of the Diocese of London. The
original structure was consecrated in October 1858 to accommodate the growing
St. Dunstan’s parish (see Image 1).2

Bingham, Neil, Elain Harwood, et al. The Twentieth Century Church. London: RIBA Heinz Gallery in
association with the Twentieth century Society, 1997. 22. Print.
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of Leytonstone, then governor of the Bank of England, and was known as “Cotton’s
3

The Victorian-style church, designed by Rhode Hawkins, boasted a large
spire and stained glass window on the east façade (see Images 2 and 3). The window
was designed by G.E. Street. Hawkins also designed the Churches of St. Michael at
Paddington and St. Michael at Exeter. A 1908 pamphlet on the church, published for

land.4

14,000.5

WWII History
The church was destroyed in the last few months of the London Blitz, in May
1941. The East End “suffered most from aerial bombardment [and] had an air of
6

The area surrounding St. Paul’s, Bow Common, according to the District

Surveyors of the Metropolitan Boroughs bomb damage maps, was hit with two VI
bombs that left the area seriously damaged. The church itself was listed as “damaged

The East London borough of Stepney, which later became known as Tower
Hamlets in 1965, had a mix of residential and light industry in 1941. The area had
been experiencing a population decrease as people were moving to the suburbs
which was felt as the congregation of St. Paul’s decreased. Between 1901 and 1938
London Metropolitan

3

Archives
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the population of the area had fallen from 298,600 to 200,500.7 In 1938 the area was
known for its industry and had the second highest number of industrial employees
and factories throughout London but the area, as with the rest of London, was
experiencing a decentralization of industry to the outer boroughs.

London Reconstruction Plan
The County of London plan authors, J.H. Forshaw, Architect to the London
County Council, and Patrick Abercrombie, Professor of Town Planning at the
University College, suggested that the small residential areas of Stepney be rezoned
for general business and light industry, which would decrease the population in

Stepney roads were also being redesigned to make room for more industry (see Image
4). Churches then, as part of this development (with the City Churches being the
exception), were subject to parish reorganization and demolition due to population
shifts, street reorganization, and a decrease in housing.8 Again, street organization
played a large role in the demolition of St. Paul’s, Bow Common as it did in the near
demolition of Plymouth’s Charles Church.

list of damaged buildings that contained “features of Architectural and Historical

9

Although St. Paul’s

appears on this list, the fact that so little detail is given supports the idea that St.
Forshaw, J.H., and Patrick Abercrombie. County of London Plan. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,
1943. 33. Print.
7
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Bride’s (and the other City Churches’) was seen as superior to smaller, parish churches
such as St. Paul’s, Bow Common.
In May 1944, the London Improvements and Town Planning Committee
submitted a preliminary draft proposal for post-war reconstruction to the Mayor
and Commons of London. Their stated intent for the plan was to “see the return of
the City at the earliest possible date of those businesses which have been displaced
by enemy action, and to assist in every way within our power the rehabilitation of
10

The authors referred to Abercrombie’s County of

London Plan from 1943.11 From this plan we see a focus on the City borough of
London, the main historic core of the city, and an emphasis on economics without
mention of the historic fabric of the city. The City took precedent and the seemingly
smaller matters such as St. Paul’s, Bow Common were not discussed as much. As such,
the church could implement more drastic changes without the scrutiny of the public.
In addition to the preliminary draft proposal, the Improvements and Town
Planning Committee published a 1950 book titled “The City of London: A Record of

list of historic London monuments and while St. Bride’s Church was on it, St. Paul’s,
Bow Common was not. The City Churches were emphasized again in this publication
without mention of the smaller churches outside the City area proper.
In addition to reestablishing businesses, housing was a major rebuilding
concern. In a letter to the Lord Bishop of London from Ernest Bevin of the Ministry
of Labour and National Service, Bevin stated “I quite appreciate your anxiety that

London. Improvements and Town Planning Committee. Report: Preliminary Draft Proposals for PostWar Reconstruction. London: B.T. Batsford, Ltd., 1944. a. Print.
10

London. Improvements and Town Planning Committee. Report: Preliminary Draft Proposals for PostWar Reconstruction, 2.
11
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12

The interest in rebuilding the economic center and housing for London as well
as particular attention in the City area churches combined to take the decisions
surrounding St. Paul’s, Bow Common out of the public’s eyes and ears. This in turn
allowed the church to take on a much more contemporary approach to rebuilding than
has been seen yet in this thesis.

The New St. Paul’s, Bow Common
Despite what could be seen as a lack of concern for the churches outside the
City area, the congregation at St. Paul’s, Bow Common began to plan for their new
future. After the church was bombed, the congregation held a service in the ruins and
then used the nearby St. Luke’s Church for additional services.13 As part of overall
parish reorganization due to population shifts and zoning changes within the borough,
St. Luke’s was eventually demolished in 1961 and their parish united with St. Paul’s.
From the war damage maps, we see that St. Luke’s was not as badly damaged as
St. Paul’s.14 Originally, the London Diocesan Reorganization Committee suggested that
15

The Committee was created

to redraw parish boundaries and consolidate congregations in areas with war damage,
multiple parishes or a declining population. St. Luke’s Church, it was suggested, was
to be torn down and the parish joined with St. Paul’s, Bow Common.16 Author Gordon
Barnes noted “as St. Luke’s had not suffered badly during the war surely it would have
London. The Bishop of London’s Commission on the City Churches. Meeting Minutes, October 7, 1941.
Print.
12
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13

The London County Council Bomb Damage Maps, 1939-45. London Metropolitan Archives: London
County Council Architect’s Department, 1945. Plate 64.
14

London. London Diocesan Reorganization Committee. Proposals for Draft Reorganization Scheme for
the Rural Deanery of Stepney. 1-2. Print.
15

16

Ibid.
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of St. Luke with St. Paul instead of building, at great cost, a new church of St. Paul’s
17

Despite Gordon’s thoughts, St. Luke’s was

eventually torn down and a new building proposed for the site of St. Paul’s.
The record on why this occurred is unclear. Reasons for this site decision may
have stemmed from St. Paul’s location on a more prominent street corner and the fact
that it had a larger site in general. St. Luke’s Church, like St. Paul’s was not considered

population only one parish church was deemed necessary for the area. In addition, the

contributed to the demolition of St. Paul’s.

18

The funds stipulated that the new

Gersham Kirkby, hired the young architect, Robert Maguire to design the new
building. The church was designed in 1956 and began construction at the end of 1958.
The building was open for worship by the end of 1959 and consecrated in April 1960.19
Kirkby, the parish priest for over 40 years, from 1951-1994, would prove to be

20
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Barnes, 105-106.
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Adler, 17.
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2013.

Kirkby

St. Paul’s, Bow Common
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Kirkby: 1916-2006. London: The Anglo-Catholic Society, 2009. 2. Print.
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Father Gresham

21

by Keith Murray and his brother, with drawings from Robert Maguire, at the Royal
Foundation of St. Katharine, he asked Murray to help design the new church building.
22

Kirkby was “ready to experiment in the design of his new church, becoming central
23

Maguire and Murray

would continue to work together and design churches such as St. Matthew’s in
Birmingham as well as educational buildings like the student village at the University
of Surrey at Guildford.
The Liturgical Movement was at the heart of the new church design as well as
Kirkby’s ideas about the role of the building in relation to the congregation. In terms
of design the movement sought to bring the priest and congregation physically closer
around a centralized altar. The Eucharist celebration was seen as the essential function
of the church for which everything else became secondary. This idea prompted the
centralized plan on which St. Paul’s design was based. The initial design contained
no permanent structures, lecterns, or stalls but instead included easily moveable pew
benches that were to surround a raised altar in the middle of the space (see Images 5,
6 and 7).

while Murray would design and execute 8,000-worth of glass mosaics, which would
be paid for in lieu of the stained glass of the bombed church. Eventually the mosaic
was designed and executed by Charles Lutyens instead of Murray. Murray had

Murano for glass samples and colors. However, in order to commit more time to his
and Maguire’s new practice, Murray proposed that painter Charles Lutyens complete
21

Leech, 3-6.

22

Gresham Kirkby: 1916-2006. London: The Anglo-Catholic Society, 2009. 17. Print.
23

Adler, 17.
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Father

the mosaics instead. The mosaic spans the entire length of the church arcade,
approximately 800 square feet, which encloses the main altar space. The mosaic is
comprised of ten angels and incorporates representations of the four elements of

Advised to tone down his initial design proposal, Maguire submitted a

real estate value.24
by simplifying the external form and removing the spire, along with other features.
Author Robert Gibbon noted that Kirbky “and his people arranged and rearranged
25

Gibbon found it “incredible

architect, getting it past a diocesan establishment which included – on the DAC—such
26

associated with church rebuilding:
In assessing the net cost of a plain substituted church regard must be paid
to such factors as obsolescence and redundancy and structural defects in
the former building. On the other hand, it has to be borne in mind that
the payment may represent the cost of a plainer or in some cases a smaller
building in lieu of a former church of superior character and appearance…
These churches will be those which, after consultation with a representative
body of the denomination concerned and after taking into consideration the

24

Adler, 22.

Kirkby: 1916-2006. London: The Anglo-Catholic Society, 2009. 21. Print.

Church Building. 1989/1990.13

25

15. Print.
26

Father Gresham
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requirements of the public interest… the Commission determine ought to be
repaired or rebuilt on the same site.27

by the Diocesan Advisory Committee (DAC):

man, and that the one thing these eminent architects found they could agree on
was that new churches had to be in a historic style. ‘You have to take account
of them, Bob, otherwise you’re out,’ they said, ‘so decide what it is that’s most
important to achieve, and go for it, then wrap it up in something you think they
go, and the ‘most important’ thing was the plan and the internal relationships
it and the section and the overhead lighting would encourage. It was essentially
designed as an interior, somewhat but not entirely compromised by the external
appearance.28
The basic form of the building is a series of cubes set on top of one another.
The base cube serves as circulation space and is divided from the main sanctuary

only elevation in the space is the high altar; everything else is on the same plane
29

To control costs

Maguire and Murray used industrial materials for the new building; purple Uxbridge
brick, concrete and exposed rolled steel sections were used extensively throughout the
space.

Churches Main Committee. Churches and War Damage. London: Press and Publications Board of the
Church Assembly, 1944. 9. Print.
27
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Past Interpretation

30

A 1960 Architectural

Review article stated that the building was “the most important church built in the
20th

31

The design prompted many publications about the role of the church

building and church design in general. In contrast to Coventry Cathedral, the design

layout of the sanctuary with the centralized altar.
In 1960, the year the church was completed, author Peter Hammond wrote
that the building was “a church of outstanding promise, which may well prove to be
something of a landmark in the recreation of a living tradition of church architecture
32

In G.E. Kidder Smith’s Book,

It must be judged, therefore, as a pioneer, and a brave and somewhat experimental
33

The author criticized the interior space, however, noting that the wall

behind the altar, with a small chapel behind it, “serves scarcely more than a service
34

Kidder also commented that the clear glass in the folded roof plans “does not help—

30

Bingham, 22.

31

Leech, 6.

32

Gibbon, 14.

Smith, GE Kidder. The New Churches of Europe
Print.
33

34
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potentially be an issue.35 Despite these notes, the author generally thought that the
36

In 1965 Maguire and Murray published Modern Churches of the World in which
they selected thirty-nine churches that demonstrated architectural quality, which
aptness at all levels—a ‘nearness to need’, an appropriate place for
the activity the building houses… and a relevance to its environment and the kind
37

Along with their own design at St. Paul’s, the

authors include Le Corbusier’s Notre-Dame du Haut in Ronchamp, France; Auguste
Perret’s Notre-Dame du Raincy in Paris, France; and Rudolf Schwarz’s St. Anna in
Düren, Germany (see Images 11, 12 and 13).
The authors write this about St. Paul’s, Bow Common:
A church is a place for the assembly of the people of God. It is a holy place,
and a particular Christian community. The church may be seen as a pattern of
an actual liturgy; a liturgy seen as a movement towards the light. In this church
the movement is inwards through the dark porch, past the font, through the
of the sanctuary. In this the colonnade, and hanging corona of lights around
movement between them.38
The duo believed that the church building itself was secondary to its function
and use. They claim that contemporary churches, a result of both the Liturgical
Movement in the Church and the Modern Movement in architecture, would be

35

Ibid.

36

Ibid.

37

Maguire, Robert, and Keith Murray. Modern Churches of the World. Dutton Vista. 10. Print.

38

Maguire, Robert, and Keith Murray, 90.
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to its design.39
was to forget all about architecture and to study the anatomy of Christ’s body, the
40

The duo was outspoken about other

new church designs undergoing construction around the country, particularly Basil
Spence’s Coventry Cathedral. They saw Spence’s design as shallow since it combined
more traditional church design plans with contemporary design aesthetics. Coventry,

church that lacked the essential contemporary theological ideas yet used modern
design aesthetics to try and label the church an overall modern building. A possible
reason for the lack of contemporary liturgical designs at Coventry was the fact that
it was a cathedral and had to accommodate more ceremonial events than a parish
church such as St. Paul’s did.
A 1989 article argues that St. Paul’s, Bow Common did not reach its
full potential due to a “lack of relationship between building and changing
41

A decline in population and changing demographics were to blame

for the inconsistency, the author argued. This shift caused the writers to observe,
42

However, author Robert Gibbons

thought that, despite all those things, “Bow Common [had] a voice that still [deserved]

43

Gibbons states, “the overall effect is of a space that draws
44
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Maguire, Robert, and Keith Murray, 14.

40

Hammond, Peter. Towards a Church Architecture. London: Architectural Press, 1962. 18. Print.
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The author does, however, criticize, the placement of the sacrament chapel, on the
east wall, which was placed according to parish tradition, but “intrudes too much into
45
46

Overall, the author

seems convinced by the design as he states, “Bow Common shows us the result of
a partnership between a priest who saw the liturgy developing and designers who
47

He predicts that

the church would become a pilgrimage church for all who were interested in church
design.
The church building was designated as a grade II* listed building in March
of 1988. The listing only describes the church’s design and does not mention its role
in community recovery as a post-war church. As a grade II* building, the church is
already seen as inferior to the other case studies presented in this thesis. As a building

future preservation could be at risk as its importance is not as highly celebrated as the
other case studies.

Current Interpretation
The building continues to provoke various articles and publications regarding
its design and role within the greater London reconstruction. Keith Murray passed
away in 2005 and in his obituary he is touted as a church designer who “brought clergy
48

45

Ibid.

46

Ibid.

47

Gibbon, 15.

The author of the obituary notes that St. Paul’s

Guardian

48

2013.
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“was then a striking new feature, and the economy of the design, together with the use
of industrial materials… contrasted with the new Coventry Cathedral, which Murray
49

The author states that

Murray helped to create as proving to be of timeless quality, a gift to the modern
world… In their modesty and economy of scale they touch people truly, serving their
needs at every level.“50
A 2009 publication wrote that the church was “a remarkable structure… often
referred to locally as ‘the gate of heaven,’ words which are framed in stone outside
The church celebrated its Golden Jubilee
on April 30, 2010. Maguire sent the following statement in regards to the anniversary
celebration:
The general atmosphere in the country at the time was one of reconstruction
and hope, but even by those standards the events surrounding the new St.
hindsight, we could even say prophetic.
Father Gresham Kirkby was using the old parish hall to experiment with what
would then have been considered quite revolutionary ways of Eucharistic
worship. Unfettered by any constrictions from higher authority, he could move
furniture around or throw it out, and generally exercise a freedom in what he
and his adventurous parishioners wanted to do, simply because it was a hall and
not a proper church.

a church which would encourage true relationships in the liturgy—priest to
people, people to one another, priest to God and people to God, the worship of
the whole Church together. Encourage but not cause; because it is only people
coming together with understanding and faith which bring those relationships
to life.51
49

Ibid.

50

Ibid.
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Maguire, Robert. “Some Thoughts on the Occasion of the Jubilee of St. Paul’s Church, Bow
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In a 2012 publication about Maguire and Murray, author Gerald Adler states the

52

Adler observes that the design of St. Paul’s,

Bow Common is “a ‘functional’ scheme insofar as it has been designed from the
inside out… how people, laity and clergy, actually use the space, and indeed ought to
use it in order to relate meaningfully to the life of and in the Church, was the thing
53

Adler argues that the design “crystallised architectural

and theological thinking about the form the church should assume in the post-war
era. It was a highly symbolic project, the one which would bring the practice critical
54

Two members of the congregation, Mary McKenzie and Isabel Rowe moved
to the Bow Common area in the early 1950s and began attending the church soon
after. They sat down with me to discuss the church’s history and future. Both women

it continues to be the center of praise within the community.55
that some members of the congregation “probably wanted something old like before

In regards to the plan of the church, Rowe stated that “people who are used to
it very much appreciate the fact that it is all level, it’s immediate, it’s here, and when we
go up we all surround it… It’s even, it doesn’t matter where you sit… that’s been part

52

Adler, 1.
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criticized for interfering with the simplicity of the centralized plan. Both women
appreciated the additions and did not feel like they detracted from the main theme
of the building. “I feel like they are little, slightly set apart, quiet places but they don’t
McKenzie stated;

the two expressed a feeling of inclusiveness with the younger members of the

remember the past but create their own future within the church.

Conclusion
The elements that led to the construction of the new church building stemmed
from a combination of leadership within the church and city planning initiatives
that tended to exclude churches in neighborhoods outside the historic City area
of London. A strong vicar, Gresham Kirkby took full advantage of these facts and
advocated for an innovative and contemporary design that fully expressed new ideas of
liturgy (see Images 14 and 15).

the future with the shifting of memory from older to younger generations. As Mary

history may not be at the forefront of younger generations’ minds. I think this emerges

159

the church will continue to gain recognition as a work of iconic mid-century work of
liturgical design and church architecture.

church may decline in the future I would argue that future preservation decisions will
stem from the fact that it is an architectural icon more than a post-war memorial. The
preservation challenge will be to make a stronger connection between the building’s

strengthen the overall argument for preservation.
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Image Courtesy St. Paul’s, Bow Common
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Image 2: St. Paul’s, Bow Common Interior, c1900
Image Courtesy St. Paul’s, Bow Common
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Image Courtesy St. Paul’s, Bow Common
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Image 4: Road plan for part of Stepney
County of London Plan

Image 5: Initial St. Paul’s, Bow Common Design
Image Courtesy St. Paul’s, Bow Common
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Image 6: Initial St. Paul’s, Bow Common Design
Image Courtesy St. Paul’s, Bow Common
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Image 7: Initial St. Paul’s, Bow Common Design
Image Courtesy St. Paul’s, Bow Common
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Image 8: St. Paul’s, Bow Common, site plan
Image Courtesy St. Paul’s, Bow Common

Image 9: St. Paul’s, Bow Common, interior, 2013
Image Courtesy St. Paul’s, Bow Common
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Image 10: St. Paul’s, Bow Common, interior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 11: Notre-Dame du Haut, Ronchamp, France
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Image 12: Notre-Dame du Raincy, Paris, France
Image Courtesy Mary Ann Sullivan, Bluffton University
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Image 13: St. Anna, Düren, Germany
Image Courtesy Moritz Bernoully
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Image 14: St. Paul’s, Bow Common, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Image 15: St. Paul’s, Bow Common, interior, 2013
Jennifer Whisenhunt
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Conclusion
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Summary
Similar to the city examples in the European Context chapter, the various
rebuilding strategies represented in the four case studies exemplify an overall trend
of rebuilding that crosses cultural boundaries. All four of the churches presented
in this thesis are products of post-war church interpretation and all were at the
mercy of factors outside their immediate control, yet each had a different recovery
strategy implemented. Whether by rebuilding to historic designs or constructing
a contemporary building on the same site, each case study was looking to aid in
the overall recovery of its community. The four sites still maintain a link to their
surrounding communities yet each has future preservation issues that are unique
to the building and that relate directly back to the preservation and reconstruction
process.
Plymouth’s decision was ultimately led by the planning goals of the city but

Churches as well as its association with the printing and journalism industry of Fleet

German bombing, was immediately considered an example of recovery and rebuilding

for the city and country. These ideas of recovery and reconciliation dominated the
designs for the cathedral and are at the heart of the building’s interpretation today.

non-City Churches from discussion, thus leaving the church, and the strong-willed
vicar, Gresham Kirkby, to design a contemporary structure without the added pressure

between the rebuilding schemes and the proposed modern city reconstruction plans
also contributed to the various rebuilding techniques presented in this thesis. Overall
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then, church reconstruction, despite the various rebuilding schemes, represented

strength and recovery following the destruction of World War II.

Potential Preservation Issues
Plymouth, the least invasive of the rebuilding strategies, preserved the church

ultimately the economics surrounding a rebuilt modernist city center were at odds
with the idea of preserving Charles Church. Despite this, it was the public’s outcry
and ongoing debate about the site that led the City Council to relent and decide
to leave the church as a memorial. In this case outside factors such as the city plan

future of the church, yet this alternative is perhaps the most unsatisfying of all the
case studies as the site is inaccessible to the public today. This very factor, however,
could either help or hinder the site’s future preservation; as an inaccessible site the
area holds little development potential for future building strategies yet, the fact that
people cannot easily visit the site could lead to diminished public appreciation for the
ruin, which could itself ultimately lead to the site’s demolition.
At Plymouth, the site is rarely acknowledged or visited by the public, yet, as
seen with the fence proposal, any plan that would endanger the ruin is met with
public outcry. The main concern for this site then is the future conservation of the
ruin. Preservationists need to worry about structural damage and the potential
preservation battle when the option to demolish the church becomes cheaper than
repairing it. I worry that since the site is not in the public’s everyday consciousness
because of its inaccessibility, and the older generation is no longer around to provide
for the public memory of the site, it may become easier to raze the ruin and redevelop
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On the other hand, the fact that Charles Church is isolated from the rest of
the city could prove to be an advantage when discussions of conservation arise. In a
monograph published by the RIBA in association with the Twentieth Century Society,
published in 1997, it is noted that churches, “because of their relatively low economic
worth and apparent plenitude… are more readily given away.”1 Charles Church,

redevelop the middle of a roundabout. The siting of the church, both its positive and
negative attributes, could be what saves or ultimately leads to its destruction. In order

would be to allow greater accessibility to the site, whether by a crosswalk or other type
of physical connection. The church, without a real context and interpretation, will
only diminish in public opinion and value. Providing a physical link to the site could

becomes at risk for demolition.
The next site on the reconstruction scale would be St. Bride’s Church in

printing and journalism industry of Fleet Street and its location in a historic center.
Without these connections, the church, in an area with many potentially redundant
churches, could have easily been torn down. Unlike St. Paul’s, Bow Common, St.
Bride’s, as part of a larger network of City Churches, almost had its fate decided before
the debate even began. The building’s association with a great architect and a thriving
industry are what made the restoration of St. Bride’s possible. These same associations

The Twentieth Century Church
association with the Twentieth century Society, 1997. 2. Print.
1
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altered beyond recognition.
St. Bride’s current funding appeal, Inspire!, calls upon these associations in

church. As the church does not physically express the post-war interpretation (other

the current and future interpretations of the site will continue to be dominated by
the larger associations the church holds. As such, the future of the church is relatively
secure if the leadership continues to rely on Wren, the City Churches and Fleet Street
for support. The connections have proven valuable in the past and there is no reason

during the post-war rebuilding. The site currently does not acknowledge this addition

Coventry Cathedral preserved the ruins and built a contemporary church on

recovery. As a result, the city was forced to undertake the rebuilding of the cathedral
very carefully to present a strong and clear message of reconciliation and recovery to
the rest of the country and world. Coventry is now known throughout the world for
its new cathedral design and its dedication to peace and reconciliation. These ideas
of recovery and reconciliation dominated the designs for the cathedral and are at the
heart of the building’s interpretation today. The site, as an international symbol will
always be preserved and remembered as part of a post-war rebuilding campaign.

different reasons. Coventry became known around the country and world for its
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message of reconciliation and today, the church heavily relies on these ideas for the
current interpretation. Since the ruins are physically incorporated with the site the
memory of war and destruction will always be represented to future visitors and will
support the ideas of peace, strength and recovery for future generations. Thus, both
the ruins and Spence’s building will remain for years to come and will continue
to be interpreted as a post-war site of recovery and reconciliation. In addition, the
artwork within the cathedral may experience an increase of exposure, though not at
the expense of the post-war narrative, which is due to remain because of the ruins’
physical presence.

a Christopher Wren City Church. The elements that led to the construction of this
new building stemmed from a combination of leadership within the church and city
planning initiatives that tended to exclude neighborhoods outside the historic City
area. This lack of attention allowed St. Paul’s architects to design a contemporary
structure without the added pressure or criticism attached to City Churches. A
strong-willed vicar, Gresham Kirkby, along with young and innovative designers took

churches.”2 The church’s recognition will continue to be rooted in its association with
modern architecture as opposed to a post-war rebuilding symbol.
The current and future interpretation of the building will always mention postwar rebuilding as that was the start of the new church’s life, but future preservation
issues will stem more from the well-known design of the church than the post-war
symbolism aspect. As a result, the building may be subject to risk as design aesthetics
and public taste changes. The Twentieth Century Society noted that the churches “are
becoming increasingly vulnerable to changes in taste and shortage of money.”3 With a

2
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dwindling congregation, the church’s future lies with modern architecture enthusiasts

Conclusion
Overall, churches are still an important part of the England community. Forty-

buildings which goes to show the great level of appreciation for the buildings.4 In
addition, the number of visitors is still on the high as St. Paul’s Cathedral, Westminster
Abbey and Canterbury Cathedral are all “among the top visitor attractions in the UK.”5

the tourism industry of the nation.6 Janet Gough, Director of Church and Cathedral
Buildings for the Church of England stated that the churches and cathedrals tell of
“unparalleled glories and a history of architecture” as well as serving the primary
function of “worship and mission” and as a center for community use.7 These numbers
tell us that the buildings, as a whole, are still being visited regularly and still serve a
need for the local and tourist populations.
With this in mind, it is reasonable to assume that the future of all these
churches is safe as, overall, the country values historic church architecture, whether for
its architectural or historical value. Each site and surrounding community must always
be cognizant of the potential dangers to the site, whether it is the site’s inaccessibility
or lack of modern architecture enthusiasts ready to battle for the protection of the
church.

ChurchCare. Key Facts.
2013.
4

Cathedral and Church Buildings Division, Archbishops’ Council.

“Thousands Visit Churches and Cathedrals.” ChurchCare
Buildings Division, Archbishops’ Council
5

6

Ibid.
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Cathedral and Church

Post-War Rebuilding Timeline
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